Intermezzo 1: Ape/Man
It is now nearly five years since I was an ape… But do not tell me that it was not worth
the trouble. In any case, I am not appealing for any man’s verdict.1
Votre parole ne m’aura pas manqué, je ne l’ai pas mais je vous la donne, et je vous
touche, et ceci, croyez-moi, qui vous parle en langues, ce n’est pas une de ces figures
(l’absent, le mort, le revenant, la chose personnifiée, l’homme ou l’“animal”), le totem
qu’un marionnettiste ferait déclamer dans ce que vous, les hommes, vous les rhéteurs,
appelleriez bêtement une prosopopée.2
I just really like monkeys and apes.3

Many aspects of what was said about the encounter between Neanderthals and modern humans
applies to the “encounter” between humans and apes with the difference that this encounter apart
from its ancestrality is has been “ongoing” throughout human history. It is so to speak the counterfoil
to “hominization”. In this brief coda we are returning to paleoanthropology through primatology to
reinvestigate the boundary between apes and humans, or “the human” and “the animal”, which
Neanderthals (and other pre-modern hominins and pre-human hominids) render problematic.
Previous valuable work has been done in an article by Jessica Mordsley, which provides a powerful
deconstruction of the human “origin” in (humanist) paleoanthropology.4 We will trace Mordsley’s
argument and spell out its implications for our context of before humanity.
Mordsley follows Derrida’s lead in asking “where does ‘the animal’ end and ‘man’ begin?”5 The
elusive limit between humans and (other) animals is not “single and indivisible” but “plural and
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repeatedly folded”.6 This “complication” leads to an irreducible plurality of the dividing line between
humans and animals that produces not so much an erasure of the difference but a proliferation of
differences, which calls for a different attitude towards the human/nonhuman divide altogether –
namely, an attitude that is wary of anthropocentrism, speciesism, exceptionalism and evolutionary
teleology. It is in this vein that Mordsley interrogates paleanthropology and “the way that [its]
narratives of human evolution attempt to fix a boundary between human and pre-human animal
ancestors”:7
Paleoanthropology, the study of human evolution, is a human(ist) science; it assumes the
existence of the human as a single entity, monolithically opposed to the animal, and attempts
to locate the moment in time at which it came into existence: in other words, to define a point
of pure origin of the human. But this search for the origin is problematized by the play of
traces “across and despite all the limits that the strongest philosophical or cultural tradition
thought it could recognize between ‘man’ and ‘animal’”.8 The human does not constitute a
radical break from the pre-human animal, but “retains the mark” of that animal as part of
itself, and the pre-human animal is only understood as “hollowed out by the mark of its
relation to a future element”, the human.9
Mordsley goes on to show how this “myth of the origin” powers the humanism at work in the most
prominent accounts and narratives of contemporary paleoanthropology through their obsession with
the question of “When did we become human?”10 It is a humanism underpinned by speciesism,
exceptionalism and essentialism, as Neil Badmington defines it, quoted by Mordsley:

In a series of forms graduating insensibly from some ape-like creature to man as he now exists, it would
be impossible to fix on any definite point where the term ‘man’ ought to be used.
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First, there is a belief in an absolute difference between the human and the inhuman. Second,
this difference is hierarchical. Third, there is an appeal to a uniquely human essence that
cannot be replicated. Fourth, there are clearly identifiable rules according to which a simple
versus – humans versus [nonhumans] – may be maintained.11
From a philosophical point of view, the relationship between humans and (other) primates has
always been one of uneasy proximity, uncanny similarity and projected difference.12 To define the
human, as Mordsley writes, “is to identify how it differs from its closest animal relatives”,13 but no
matter how great the effort of differentiation the repressed animal “other” keeps reappearing
“within the very core of the human, in the brain and central nervous system, are traces of the
nonhuman, long-dead but still living within ‘us’”.14 So much so that the actually human begins within
the nonhuman animal: “There is no pure moment of origin, but an infinitely complex process of
differentiation”.15 As Mordsley concludes:
Even the terrifying, faceless, nameless, long-dead animal other is “part of us”. The search for
“our” origin can never succeed, because the nonhuman animal can never be excluded from the
play of traces that constitutes the human.16
Jacques Derrida refers to this uncanny “presence” in “Tête-à-tête”, his commentary on Camilla
Adami’s portraits of women and primates.17 In this “head-to-head” meeting Derrida describes an
experience of time “without common measure”: “une heure incalculable et sans synchronie possible

n’étaient pas quadrumanes. Si vous conjuguez ces deux constats: la bipédie est initiale chez nos
ancêtres, la quadrumanie des grands singes est une spécialisation tardive, on peut renverser l’image
classique de l’évolution qui voit en l’homme un descendant du singe. Il me semble donc plus juste,
aujourd’hui, de penser que le singe descend de l’homme. (pp. 46-47)
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specialization – we can reverse the classic image of evolution which sees in the human a descendant of
the ape. It seems to me more correct, today, to think that the ape descends from the human.]
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avec aucune autre [an incalculable hour, in no possible synchrony with any other]”. Before these
portraits of (fellow) primates by Adami Derrida thus finds time disturbed by apes: “Singes s’ingéniant
à déranger le temps, ils le détraquent, dans la même exposition, ils ne laissent pas l’histoire en paix
de votre côté, ni du nôtre, ni au-dedans d’aucun autre tableau. [Apes striving to disturb time, they
derail it, in this same exhibition/exposure, they do not leave history in peace on your side, neither
ours, nor in any other painting/chart]”.18 The encounter with these giant portraits of primates
evokes, for Derrida, the “au-delà de l’humain… l’humain emporté, transi, par tout autre Chose, en soi
hors de soi, tellement plus grand que moi [a beyond the human ... the human carried away, numbed,
by an entirely other Thing, in itself/as such out of oneself, so much bigger than me]”.19 This “beyond”
the human is not a kind of transcendence, however, it is more akin to what we see in the ambiguity
of the before. The encounter with the primate-human-other – timeless in Adami’s portraits as well as
in terms of evolutionary ancestrality – produces an uncanniness that explodes anthropocentrism
even though (or maybe because) it necessarily passes through anthropomorphism (Derrida is thrown
back to his sense of “humanness” by the portraits but this sense no longer seems to fit – “en soi hors
de soi, tellement plus grand que moi”). Further on, Derrida also speaks of a sense of exposure as well
as an “abyssal spirituality” which goes beyond the usual form of interpellation in the sense of “ça me
regarde [this looks at me/this concerns me]”. In fact, Derrida discovers an “indifférence déchirante,
un être-ailleurs, une impassibilité, un silence qui littéralement me renvoie: rejet, exclusion,
expulsion, naissance aussi, non pas l’appel ‘viens’ mais l’ordre ‘va’ [a heartrending indifference, a
being-elsewhere, an impassibility, a silence that literally sends me back/dismisses me: rejection,
exclusion, expulsion, birth also, not the call ‘come’ but the order ‘go]”.20 A proximity which is at the
same time a rejection due to the unbridgeable gap of “asynchronicity”:
‘Va, je te laisse, je te renvoie à toi-même, je te laisse, je te laisse seul(e) avec toi, comme moi,
en somme, dans les lointains d’un lieu infiniment inaccessible. Au fond, ce qui te regarde ne te
regarde pas, et même, patience, ça ne t’aura jamais regardé, n’aura jamais eu un regard pour
toi, vraiment, proprement pour toi… C’est à partir; oui, à partir de là, en partant de là, en t’en
allant, que tu as encore quelque chance de voir et de savoir comment accéder à ce qui ne te
regarde pas…’21
The phrase “ça me regarde” can mean both “it/this looks at me” and “it/this concerns me”. Derrida
plays on this point to express the intimacy and anonymity that the encounter with primates produces
at the same time. In contrast to the maybe expected evolutionary ancestrality, however, Derrida
insists on the paradoxical contemporaneity (of the a-synchronicity):
Ces singes, par exemple, n’annoncent rien, sauf peut-être le mauvais rôle qu’on leur a fait
jouer dans le grand discours, humain trop humain, sur la mimesis, ils ne rappellent, malgré
toutes vos tentations, ils ne singent aucun être humain. Fin de l’anthropocentrisme. Ils n’ont
même aucun lien de parenté entre eux. Plus de filiation. Aucune espèce, aucun cas d’espèce.
Ce ne sont pas nos ancêtres. Ça ne va ni ne vient entre nous sur quelque échelle
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phylogénétique. Ce sont nos contemporains même si toute synchronie reste impensable –
avec eux comme avec tout autre, au fait.22
“Avant/devant l’humanité” – before humanity – this might be the sentiment that Derrida captures
here and which, in his case, leads to a rejection of what he calls the “bêtise [stupidity; “bête” =
animal]” of speaking of “the animal” (or “the human”, for that matter) instead of respecting the
irreducible plurality of “les vivants [the living]”:
Chaque “singe” vous regarde, unique, tout seul, mortel, depuis sa place singulière, chacun
d’eux vous prend à part, il ne veut pas de son nom, il ne singe rien, il vous signifie, dans son
idiome absolu, il vous signifie indéniablement, vous apostrophant sans se taire mais sans rien
dire: n’essayez pas de m’assimiler, je suis une autre, je reste une tout autre origine du monde,
car contrairement à ce que dit, parmi vous les hommes, tel grand penseur du siècle, j’ai, moi,
un monde, je forme et me figure un monde, je suis aussi weltbildend, et ce monde est “riche”,
je ne suis ni weltlos, ni même weltarm, je suis, point, j’existe, avant tout et après tout, ni libre
ni captive, ou l’un et l’autre, comme vous que je vois venir, ne tenez donc pas de me rendre,
par compassion, ce que vous appelez la subjectivité d’un sujet, la dignité d’une personne
humaine. Je ne suis ni une bête ni personne, je suis quelqu’un mais personne: ni une personne,
ni un sujet ni le sujet d’un portrait.23
An altogether other origin of the world – there is hardly any better way to name the abyssal
structure of the kind of ancestrality that goes beyond or rather comes before any teleological notion
of evolution.
The a/synchronicity of humans and apes, however, does have a poignant ecological urgency in the
time of the “posthuman” and ambient threats of extinction – which undoubtedly will hit our fellow
primates first. As the primatologist Craig Stanford in his plea to “Save the apes!” explains:
There are seven billion people on Earth today. Meanwhile, the population of our next-of-kin is
plummeting to extinction. After millions of years of co-existence with humans, they have been
nearly exterminated within a few decades and seem destined to go the way of the American
bison, the giant panda, and the tiger; reduced to such pathetically low numbers that they exist
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only in carefully managed, protected areas. As in other genocides, the world watches, wrings
its hands, but does very little to stop it.24
Apes – fellow primates, or “our brothers from another mother”, one might say – will thus always
remain before us. In our “tête-à-tête” that is both contemporary and ongoing, as well as ancestral, so
much so, that nobody will probably ever know who came first, “us” or “them”, apes hold both our
(prehuman) past and (posthuman) future. As Yves Coppens speculates:
Si on laisse vivre les chimpanzés assez longtemps, peut-être franchiront-ils le seuil de la
conscience. On peut aussi imaginer que des astronautes abandonnés sur Mars faute de crédits
pour relever constituent une nouvelle espèce au bout de quelques dizaines de milliers
d’années.25
What we can be sure of is that both genetically as well as mentally the “ape/man” will follow us
wherever we go. As Donna Haraway pointed out some time ago: “The science of non-human
primates, primatology, may be a source of insight or a source of illusion. The issue rests on our skill in
the construction of mirrors”.26 And all those mirrors before humanity can no longer be contained that
easily.
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